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Abstract
Purpose – This paper aims to explore how entrepreneurs use social media (SM) to develop their organisational identity within business networks.
Design/methodology/approach – A single embedded case study was used comprising a case firm entrepreneur and eight connected network actors within an artisan food context in Ireland. Data was collected using an in-depth interview complemented with content analysis of networked firms’ Facebook posts (N = 1,652) over a three-year period.
Findings – This paper identifies four common network processes through which entrepreneurs can leverage SM to develop their organisational identity within networks. The processes are network relating, collaborating within networks, interacting with trends and connecting with community.
Research limitations/implications – Findings are limited to the Irish artisan food sector and explore identity development through a single SM platform. The applicability and variation of use of the processes across industries would serve to further refine the processes identified.
Practical implications – Practically, the four processes through which identity within a network can be developed using SM can help entrepreneurs to access and position themselves within business networks, gain access to resources and overcome the classic limitations of newness and smallness.
Originality/value – This paper provides a conceptual framework illustrating the processes involved in developing entrepreneurial organisational identity within business networks using SM. This paper adds to a growing literature that places interaction at the heart of identity development and responds to calls to further understanding of the process of identity development for entrepreneurial ventures.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, we have witnessed a growth in research examining business relationships and networks in an entrepreneurial context (La Rocca et al., 2019). Digitisation is reshaping marketing (Valos et al., 2014) and interaction processes within B2B networks (Pagani and Pardo, 2017), with social media (SM) emerging as a key theme in entrepreneurial network-based studies (Drummond et al., 2018, 2020). Research suggests that SM can be used as a marketing communications tool (Leek et al., 2019), to facilitate sales processes (Bocconcini et al., 2017) and to manage business relationships (Cartwright et al., 2021). Viewed in this way, Drummond et al. (2020) define SM marketing capability in an entrepreneurial context as the ability to connect, engage, co-ordinate and collaborate in interaction using SM within a business network context.

Extant literature suggests business relationships and networks are important for entrepreneurial firms to acquire external resources and capabilities (La Rocca et al., 2013; Cenamor et al., 2019) and gain legitimacy in the market (Santos and Mota, 2020). Entrepreneurial firms are born with personal network ties (Jack et al., 2010); however, most are positioned outside of the business networks that enable rapid growth (McGrath and O’Toole, 2018). Characterised by limitations associated with being new and small, entrepreneurial firms lack market reputation and must break into existing networks with established resource flows and activity patterns to develop a position to gain access to further marketplace resources (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002; La Rocca et al., 2013). However, connecting and engaging with such networks is a complex process, requiring individual entrepreneurial firms to develop an organisational identity to become a known market player.

Organisational identity in a network context is developed by a company through its connections with other B2B network
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actors, and its perception by others within the network (Anderson et al., 1994; Öberg et al., 2011). Prior research suggests that entrepreneurs need to be proactive in their organisational identity development to create a strong, successful firm (Abimbola and Vallaster, 2007). However, having an identity in a business network including, for example, distributors, customers, suppliers and competitors, is not inherent for entrepreneurial ventures and needs to be developed. In this paper we respond to recent calls to further understanding of the process through which identity is established for entrepreneurial ventures (Baraldi et al., 2020). More specifically, taking an industrial marketing and purchasing (IMP) group perspective (Håkansson and Snihota, 1989), we explore how SM can be used by entrepreneurial firms to support the development of an organisational identity within a business network.

Due to its low resource commitment and simplicity of use (Siamagka et al., 2015; Drummond et al., 2018), SM is emerging as a key area in entrepreneurial B2B network research. SM can facilitate relationship development (Sigfusson and Chetty, 2013; Quinton and Wilson, 2016), assist the internationalisation process for entrepreneurial ventures (Fraccastoro et al., 2021) and enhance network coordination and collaboration (Drummond et al., 2018). Firms can leverage the data analytics resulting from SM B2B interactions to review impact and improve the efficacy of marketing intelligence (Wang et al., 2021). SM can also be used to co-create value within the network (Drummond et al., 2020; Sundström et al., 2021) and through this process establish its identity among network members. At the same time, identity formation on SM presents firms with challenges and risks as identity development activities are visible to all network members, thereby requiring careful planning and understanding. However, how entrepreneurial firms can develop an identity in a network using SM remains moot in the literature. Additionally, although organisational identity change has been researched extensively, Gioia et al. (2013) note that identity formation has garnered relatively less attention. We aim to fill this gap by answering the following research question:

RQ1. How do entrepreneurial firms develop an identity within a network using SM in a B2B setting?

Our core contribution rests in the development of a conceptual framework detailing the processes through which entrepreneurial firms create an identity using SM in a B2B setting. This is important as organisational identity can improve the perception of a new ventures’ legitimacy (Parry, 2020) facilitating entry into the business network. We add to growing literature streams which address SM in a B2B context (Bocconcini et al., 2017; Quinton and Wilson, 2016; Siamagka et al., 2015; Swani et al., 2014), responding to specific calls for additional empirical work in an entrepreneurial context (Sigfusson and Chetty, 2013; Drummond et al., 2018, 2020). The benefits of using SM are clear for the entrepreneurial venture to connect to the network, engage in relationships and share and create resources through co-ordination and collaboration (Drummond et al., 2020). We argue for the potential of developing a strong organisational identity using SM to facilitate the commencement and continuation of these processes. We also contribute to business network research in an entrepreneurial firm context, a rapidly emerging field of research (La Rocca et al., 2013; O’Toole and McGrath, 2018). In practice, understanding how organisational identity can be created using SM holds great significance for the entrepreneurial venture, allowing for a more strategic identity development process to become known, enabling firms to gain a favourable position within a network.

Our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces our core concepts, organisational identity and SM, and detail how they relate to each other. Using an embedded case study design and deductive analysis, we identify four interrelated processes to entrepreneurial organisational identity development and present it in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the empirical findings, and in Section 5, we present a conceptual process-based model of organisational identity development within networks using SM. Conclusions and implications are drawn in Section 6, in addition to limitations and suggestions for future research.

2. Literature review

2.1 Organisational identity of B2B firms

The concept of organisational identity originates from a large body of literature centred on corporate branding (Balmer, 2008; Balmer, 2012). More specifically, within an entrepreneurial context, research suggests that the close alignment of brand, organisational identity and reputation translates to consistent and more successful branding efforts leading to enhanced performance (Abimbola and Vallaster, 2007; Abimbola and Kocak, 2007). Taking a branding view (Balmer, 2012), organisational identity is defined as a set of attributes, values, aims and the vision ascribed to an entrepreneurial firm (Abimbola and Vallaster, 2007; Abimbola and Kocak, 2007; Balmer, 1998). The identity development process is predominantly internal with reputation and image being the projection of the identity to external stakeholders (Balmer, 1998, 2008; Schultz and Hatch, 1997). That is, a firm’s identity is initially constructed through the personal attributes, values, aims and vision of its founders and managers (Rode and Vallaster, 2005), which are in turn projected through firm communication and activities (Shi, 2019).

More recently, a considerable volume of research stemming from the IMP school of thought has refined this definition of identity to consider an interactive perspective whereby an organisation’s identity is underpinned by the firm’s relational context and relevant business network connections (Iglesias et al., 2020; Baraldi et al., 2020; Laari-Salmela et al., 2019). In this way, the identity development process is not fully controlled by the firm, nor is it fixed, but rather, it is fluid and in a “constant state of becoming” undergirded by the relationships and networks the business creates with its partners, suppliers, customers and other business actors (Laari-Salmela et al., 2019, p. 203). From an interactive, IMP perspective, the distinction between internal and external processes of identity creation becomes less relevant as business activities transcend organisational borders (von Wallpach et al., 2017). For example, Maon et al. (2021) illustrate the relationship between the role of interactions amongst firms and the role of ethically responsible acts among stakeholders in forming the organisational identity of entrepreneurs and stakeholders in the network. Consideration of identity
organisation as interactional has resulted in a shift in attention toward a broader perspective to organisational identity which transcends the simplistic view of the construct as merely a set of communicable elements of the marketing mix (Jacobson and Abratt, 2003; Koporcic and Halinen, 2018; Koporcic and Tomroos, 2019).

Taking an interactive perspective is important for entrepreneurial firms, as it links the notion of organisational identities to that of individual identity by elucidating how performativity, impression management and narrative techniques might be enacted during interorganisational dialogues (Törmälä and Gyrd-Jones, 2017; von Wallpach et al., 2017). This view of identity formation aligns with recent trends in the literature, specifically, the introduction of interactive network branding (INB) (Koporcic and Halinen, 2018; Koporcic, 2020), which seeks to bridge the gap between the traditional identity-based literature and the IMP interactive perspective. Focusing on small firms, INB is a process whereby identity is co-created through interaction between multiple business partners used to influence a small firm’s position in the network (Koporcic, 2020). According to this view, identity and reputation unfold and develop over time and cannot exist without each other (Suvatjis and de Chernatony, 2005; Koporcic, 2020).

Research has drawn links between strategising within a network and the identity of a business (Kohtamäki et al., 2016; Laari-Salmela et al., 2019) with identity from an interactive IMP perspective defined as a relational concept (Huemer, 2013; Purchase et al., 2016). In this way, organisational identity is developed and reconfigured by a firm’s network strategies and actions, and altered as the firm initiates new relationships, deepens existing relationships and/or terminates relationships (Anderson et al., 1994; Laari-Salmela et al., 2019). Hence, a firm is identified and recognised in a B2B context through its resources, capabilities, role and position in the network, which in turn determines its attractiveness to potential partners (Baraldi et al., 2020; Gadde et al., 2003). Hence, the line between a firm and its surrounding environment is not static but rather dynamic, as the firm continues to establish new relations and connections with other actors in the network (Anderson et al., 1994). Defining identity through connections has been referred to as the relational self in individual consumer contexts (Kreuzbauer et al., 2014), which also applies in the B2B milieu through the notion of organisational identities in networks (Huemer, 2013). Hence, it is clear that a firm’s identity is socially constructed and co-constituted with other actors in the business network (Iglesias et al., 2020).

Developing an identity is a critical issue for the entrepreneurial venture, as it signals their attractiveness and perceived value within the exchange process (Gadde et al., 2003; Purchase et al., 2016). Network position and identity are inextricably linked (Felzensztein et al., 2009), as connections with other business actors influence the ways in which a company is perceived, both internally and externally (Oberg et al., 2011). Gaining a favourable position in a network for identity development is not a straightforward process for the entrepreneurial venture, as it must be developed through repeated interactive processes (O’Toole and McGrath, 2018).

Entrepreneurial firms need to break into established networks of inter-organisational business relationships with pre-existing activity patterns and resource structures (La Rocca et al., 2013; O’Toole and McGrath, 2018) to become a known player in the market. This is essential for identity construction as a network position is only considered to exist “…if perceived and recognised by the parties in the context” (Håkansson and Snehota, 1989, p. 196). Hence, relationships and positions must be developed continually for the firm to acquire an identity in a network (La Rocca and Snehota, 2014). Although it is clear that network-based identity construction is important for entrepreneurial ventures seeking access to external resources and capabilities (Anderson et al., 1994), we have few insights on the process through which identity is acquired and negotiated in an entrepreneurial context (Baraldi et al., 2020) and, more specifically, the role of SM in this process.

2.2 Social media and identity development

SM, defined as “a group of Internet-based applications […] that allow the creation and exchange of User Generated Content” (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010, p. 61) and the use of the internet to “facilitate conversations” (Lamb, 2015, p. 332) has changed the way firms interact (Drummond et al., 2018). Whilst academic research has largely focussed on the use of SM in business-to-consumer (B2C) contexts (Siamakga et al., 2015), it is increasingly becoming relevant and adopted in a B2B context (Leek et al., 2016; Quinton and Wilson, 2016). As a two-way process, the concept of SM fits comfortably within the IMP perspective given its focus on interaction and aligns with the view of organisational identity formation transcending organisational borders (von Wallpach et al., 2017).

The literature shows that identity development is influenced by the ability of a firm to foster business relationships, access the network and develop a position therein. Research within the B2B SM space suggests the ability of firms to search for new opportunities and identify prospective partners using SM (Niedermeier et al., 2016) and influence B2B buyer behaviour (Diba et al., 2019). SM can enable firms to connect to new businesses, for example customers or distributors, and develop existing business relationships (Schultz et al., 2012; Sigfusson and Chetty, 2013). SM may accelerate the process of relationship formation (Sigfusson and Chetty, 2013), allowing firms to connect on a global scale (Quinton and Wilson, 2016). Additionally, firms’ SM presence and interactions may influence B2B customers’ commitment, intimacy, satisfaction and partner quality perceptions, thereby having the potential to strengthen B2B relationships (Karampela et al., 2020). Hence, SM has been highlighted as central to initiating and developing B2B relationships (Quinton and Wilson, 2016; Swani et al., 2014) and aiding entrepreneurs in managing and growing their relationships and networks (Sigfusson and Chetty, 2013). The idea that SM allows for increased connection is not new (Agnihotri et al., 2016; Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010). SM permits firms to market their business to (Popescul and Georgescu, 2015) which is particularly valuable for small entrepreneurial firms bound by financial, spatial or temporal restrictions (Eltantawy, 2011). Entrepreneurial firms can further embed and position themselves within a network using SM. Through SM, firms can create and share content (Leek et al., 2016; Sivarajah et al., 2020),
to enhance communication with customers and other business actors (Wang et al., 2016) and information exchange (Agnihotri et al., 2016; Itami et al., 2020). SM has developed into a platform for collaboration for small businesses (Wang et al., 2016), particularly given resource constraints of the small firm. SM can enable value co-creation within a network (Drummond et al., 2018; Singaraju et al., 2016), enabling the entrepreneurial firm and its network of partners to co-operate to create new products, new services and, potentially, new networks (Drummond et al., 2018). Although previous research has been conducted which sheds light on firms’ use of SM for brand building activities (Cawsey and Rowley, 2016), we lack understanding of how entrepreneurial firms can use SM to construct identity through interactions within their network.

Given the lack of research on how organisational identity is formed through SM, our study adopts a process research approach to uncovering the steps involved in cultivating an organisational identity using SM. Bizzi and Langley (2012) define process research as incorporating the study of a temporarily evolving phenomenon and how this unfolds over time. As identity building activities on SM incorporate multiple activities over prolonged time periods, our study will shed light on this relatively unexplored aspect of SM influence in an entrepreneurial context, adopting a qualitative exploratory approach to understanding how organisational identity can be created using SM for the entrepreneurial firm.

3. Methodology

3.1 Research design

Given the relative newness of B2B SM research (Bocconcelli et al., 2017; Quinton and Wilson, 2016), particularly in an identity development context, a qualitative exploratory approach was adopted to generate new knowledge. For this study, a single, embedded case study method was employed (Drummond et al., 2020). This single case study comprises the main case and eight connected firms within its network. A case study approach is frequently applied in entrepreneurial B2B research (La Rocca et al., 2013; McGrath and O’Toole, 2013) due to its ability to capture real-life instances and events that relate to the organisational phenomena under investigation and create knowledge in unresearched areas (Saunders et al., 2016; Beeler et al., 2017). As this paper aims to develop a process framework entrepreneurial firms’ organisational identity formation using SM, it was vital to investigate this underexplored area through in-depth analysis of an entrepreneurial network. This design permits flexibility in the application of a multi-method approach that improves the validity and the reliability of our study as well as the comprehensiveness of its results (Beeler et al., 2017; Drummond et al., 2020).

3.2 Case description

Our case firm operates within the artisan food industry and was established by a single business entrepreneur. To ensure participant anonymity, our case entrepreneur, who offers high-quality ready-to-eat meals, sandwiches and meat products sold for preparation in the home and foodservice, is referred to as “Sam”. Sam is deemed entrepreneurial given that he is risk-taking (McClelland, 1965), innovative, creative and adaptive (Vargas et al., 2018) and constantly seeking opportunities for the future survival and success of his firm (McGrath and O’Toole, 2013). The firm was chosen as craft-based food entrepreneurs operate within complex networks and have grown significantly in number in recent years (Drummond et al., 2018, 2020). Sam’s company relies intensively on its SM presence to promote itself amongst potential business partners, suppliers and customers and to initiate short and long-term collaborations, thereby representing an exemplar case (Eisenhardt, 1989). Convenience and geographic sampling techniques were relevant (Patton, 2002), as the researchers had timely access to the data sources of Sam’s business given its proximity to the researcher’s location. Additionally, previous collaboration with one of the researchers enabled the business entrepreneur to speak more openly about critical information and details that relate to the business’s organisational identity development on SM affording greater information depth and breadth and respondent credibility (Greenleaf et al., 2021).

3.3 Data collection

A multi-method qualitative approach to data collection was used to ensure the robustness of the research (Mik-Meyer, 2020). As entrepreneurial firms’ identity is derived in part from firm’s founders/entrepreneurs (Shi, 2019), an in-depth semi-structured qualitative interview was conducted with Sam (Firm A) to provide insight into the company’s perception of their identity and experience in using SM. The 70-minute interview was conducted virtually, through video-calling, and explored the entrepreneurs’ history, and their relationships with suppliers, distributors, retailer customers and complementary firms. To better understand the firm’s use of SM in identity development, the entrepreneur was questioned on the types of business stakeholders reached through SM, factors considered in choosing stakeholders for future projects and their experience of using SM. The interview yielded valuable insights pertaining to the entrepreneur’s strategic choices in connecting with other actors and supported the researchers in identifying other firms within the network for inclusion in the subsequent SM analysis detailed.

In addition to our interview data, Facebook was selected as the platform for the collection of SM data. Research suggests that Facebook can be used in a B2B context to identify, develop and maintain relationships (Shi, 2019). A total of 667 B2B posts from Firm A were collected and analysed for a three-year period from 2018 to 2021. We focus on identity development in interaction within networks. Hence, the firm’s relational context and relevant business network connections (Iglesias et al., 2020; Baraldi et al., 2020; Laari-Salmela et al., 2019) are important in the process. Subsequently, we analysed the Facebook activity of eight further companies’ who are associated with the case firm to further assist in advancing our understanding of the SM-related identity construction process of the case firm. As illustrated in Table 1, firms were chosen to reflect a range of business relationships with Firm A (business customers, suppliers and complementary firms). Chosen firms had varied levels of SM activity and audience reach (as illustrated through post frequency and page likes, respectively), thereby ensuring a varied sample accounting for more diverse network interactions. Inclusion of Firms B-I yielded a further 985 B2B posts for a three-year period from 2018 to 2021. In analysing the firms’ Facebook posts over a three-year period, we add a temporal dimension to our research, liberating our data from the time constraints associated with
interview transcripts or snapshot observations (Algan, 2017) and building on previous entrepreneurial firm identity research through considering SM identity construction activities (Drori et al., 2009). Collection of SM data from the platform was undertaken manually by the researchers.

3.4 Data analysis
An abductive reasoning approach to knowledge generation was followed, as we iteratively moved between the collected data and the literature (Saunders et al., 2016; Drummond et al., 2020). The iterative approach towards knowledge generation which abduction affords was particularly relevant given the limited literature in the area and the breadth of data which emerged within the dataset. As such abduction facilitated our objective to develop a conceptual framework of SM-enabled identity construction. Analysing firm interactions provides an understanding of the connections and changes that take place within relationships and networks (Schurr et al., 2008). Therefore, the first stage of data analysis was to reduce the SM data to B2B interactions only, i.e. interactions between the entrepreneurial firms and other network actors. This resulted in 667 interactions from our Case Firm A and 985 further episodes from the eight embedded network members (Firms B-I).

In line with the approach prescribed by Gioia et al. (2013), data was analysed in an iterative basis with the coding framework and subsequent themes being constantly refined through consultation with the underlying data. Using this technique facilitated the development of our conceptual framework building-blocks (i.e. concepts) for organisational identity development using SM. Figure 1 illustrates the analytical process of theme development, supported by underlying evidence. Furthermore, it allowed us to demonstrate the linkages and movement between the 1st-order codes (informants-derived) and the 2nd-order codes (i.e. researchers-derived), ensuring rigour whilst maintaining the creative contribution of qualitative inquiry (Gioia et al., 2013; Grodal et al., 2021). B2B SM interactions were grouped into initial codes, informed in part through terminology employed within the data (Gioia et al., 2013). The initial codes were grouped based on their relatedness to one another, which informed the development of second-order themes. Similar themes were grouped together to develop our conceptual framework. Themes were refined iteratively to ensure the consistency of the data present with the conceptual framework which emerged through the data analysis process. Upon completion of the iterative analytical process, four theoretical categories comprising 13 second-order themes became evident (Appendix 1). Abiding by the abductive approach of our study, the extant literature was reflected upon throughout the process to help cement the categories upon completion. The analysis process is presented in Appendix 1. Exemplars of associated data are provided in the Appendix 2. To ensure consistency and organisation of the data, QSR Nvivo 20 was employed. Computer-aided qualitative data analysis software has been argued to boost transparency and trustworthiness of analysis and allow the researcher more flexibility in moving back and forth between the resultant codes (Kaefer et al., 2015), which corresponds to the abductive reasoning used.

4. Findings
This section is organised around four processes of organisational identity development using SM for entrepreneurial firms:

- network relating;
- collaborating within networks;
- interacting with trends; and
- connecting with community.

Table 2 summarises the occurrence of the processes across the case firms and highlights that evidence of the four processes for creating organisational identity on SM was clear across all the case firms. Additionally, our processes were found to overlap, suggesting that these processes of creating identity are neither sequential nor linear but simultaneously occurring whilst producing meaningful outcomes related to organisational identity.

4.1 Network relating
In all instances, our case firms were observed to use SM to connect with established and relevant organisations and institutions that exist within business networks of partners, suppliers and distributors, SM opinion leaders, bloggers/vloggers and event management firms, which we defined here as “Network Relating”. Network relating comprised various activities which served to develop the organisation’s identity through SM. Tagging existing network members was a prevalent means of connection. This involved direct and explicit mentions of the network member in the SM post, e.g. through highlighting a product or an ingredient supplied (Appendix 2 [A2], 1–5). Tagging was also deployed to convey the ongoing business relationship between the firm and its partners through acknowledging network members or including them in the brand messages (A2, 7). As evidenced
within the network activity, this process of identity formation served to bolster facets of the firm’s identity through creating and signalling associations with similarly purposed network members. This can either be explicitly stated or indirectly implied (A2, 6) for instance through announcing: a distributor’s supply chain-related activities (e.g. new store availability); a partners’ new products; product availability; and restocking activities (A2, 8–18).

Secondly, network relating can occur through sharing SM posts of other firms in the network. Sharing SM posts was used to bolster the reach of other businesses to larger audiences or to circulate posts that demonstrate shared values such as locality and healthy and ethical practices: “If you’ve got a good brand yourself and you’re sharing other people’s content, that enhances the relationship” (Sam’s interview – Firm A). Content shared varied to include healthy recipes incorporating the produce, sustainable or ethical practices of other network firms, distributors’ posts promoting the case firm’s product, advertisements about the firm published by other network members, videos illustrating business-related activities and product descriptions by other network actors (A2, 19–34).

Network relating also occurred through connecting to events and occasions such as tasting events, music and food festivals and seasonal events. Our entrepreneurial case firms connected to these various events on SM by announcing giveaways of event and festival tickets (A2, 43–45, 50). Sharing event-based information was another way of establishing and reinforcing the firm’s identity (A2, 46). Case firms often promoted their presence in the event to attract new visitors, including other businesses and organisations (A2, 47), whereas other SM posts could involve illustrating the firm’s advocacy and interest in the event (A2, 48–49). Further, network relating through events were established via sponsorships, which were amplified through the firms SM channels (A2, 51).

### 4.2 Collaborating within networks

Our case firms developed their organisational identity using SM through multifaceted collaborations with business partners within the sector. Collaborations require two or more firms to coordinate their promotional efforts to reach and attract new segments of the market, thereby simultaneously providing impetus for network expansion whilst leveraging each firm’s SM audience. These collaborations took the form of joint promotions, offers, competitions, informational content regarding product usage and food complements (including cross-brand complementarities) or testimonials, certifications or awards attained for business performance (e.g. product quality) by firms within the industry.
Joint promotions included explicitly endorsing other firms’ products, advertising B2B and B2C offers in SM posts, thereby indicating an ongoing collaboration between the associated entrepreneurial firms (A2, 81 and 82, 84–86, 90 and 91). Competitions were designed to solicit SM engagement through tagging followers, sharing and liking content, selling tickets and offering giveaways and prizes used to incentivise audience engagement with the firm, whilst collaborating with other network members (A2, 83). Furthermore, the entrepreneurial case firms’ tendency to educate customers about the optimal brand complementarities was clearly mentioned in the interview and noted throughout the connected case firms’ SM content (A2, 90–99): “[…] [should] be eaten with some local cheese, chutney [and] crusty handmade bread […] we want people to use the right products as well and we’re kind of educating people as well in that regard” (Sam’s interview – Firm A). Our case firms’ recommendation of other businesses’ products to consume with their own product provides further evidence of the role of SM in facilitating collaborations taking place behind the visible FB posts.

Equally, sharing testimonials and credentials represented another form of collaboration. Testimonials and credentials were posted as reciprocated positive reviews (A2, 101; 106; 108; 112) and sharing news around awards and certifications received (A2, 100 and 102–105, 107 and 109–111, 113–114). All of these serve to further establish the firm within the network, by affirming the firm’s professionalism and the quality of products and operations through collaborations with industry bodies and independent food monitoring institutions that assess the artisan food sector’s performance.

4.3 Interacting with trends

Much of the case firms’ FB content concentrated on linking to prevalent sectoral trends, for example conveying authenticity, sustainability and health-orientation to further develop organisational identity. Authenticity in this context denotes transparency (across the supply chain), originality and credibility of the firm in manufacturing its artisan food produce. The projection of authenticity was consciously enacted suggesting identity development as a purposive activity: “It’s being always true to ourselves, and be very real about everything we do, a lot of our recipes would be, you know, I suppose are authentic, we need to do this [our] way” (Sam’s interview – Firm A). This was signalled on SM by explicitly stating the ingredients used and manufacturing processes used and emphasising the “real” side of the product and brand (A2, 52, 57–58, 59–60). Authenticity was also expressed by uploading “behind the scenes” multimedia that captured the manufacturing process and product lineage (A2, 53–54, 56). Moreover, authenticity was invoked through brand narratives, depicting the origins and heritage of the firm’s business, illustrating the supplier’s production activities, values and historical context (A2, 54–55, 61). Sam, the entrepreneur of Firm A asserts the importance of SM in enabling the firm to tell its story: “Social media has given us […] an opportunity to tell our story” (Sam’s interview – Firm A).

Secondly, our entrepreneurial case firms ensured their business practices and procedures align to sustainability and prevalent health trends. Instances of interacting with sustainability trends are widely varied in the data but generally include: composting activities, sustainable packaging, recycling, green marketing, supporting sustainability initiatives by other organisations in the area and awards that affirm the firm’s sustainability practices (A2, 62–71). Interacting with health-orientated trends was evident through emphasising the use of natural ingredients, providing vegan and vegetarian products, avoiding artificial colouring, gluten-free and “health benefits” (A2, 72–80) “No artificial colours or flavours are used […] with the main ingredients being family farm fresh milk, from well cared for cows that are free to graze on the lush green Irish pastures” (Firm H).

4.4 Connecting with community

The fourth process of identity development on SM involved connecting with community. This was achieved by connecting to the local area and supporting other local businesses. Our findings suggest that this can be achieved through exhibiting familial heritage and the firm’s connection to the surrounding local area: “[in that video] [I] spoke about [my] family, history, heritage and […] even the […] little things […] that some people may not realize [about our history in business]. So again people [see our posts on SM] are including our family […] [and conclude we’re] very, very family oriented” (Sam’s interview – Firm A).

Our analysis reveals that entrepreneurial firms constructed a sense of community through their SM posts. This is evident by boasting the firms’ connection to the locality and the region, in addition to taking pride in belonging to the surrounding local community. This pride was enacted through highlighting the familial history behind the brand and by explicitly prompting consumers to support other local businesses and firms in the area (A2, 114–117). Connecting with place was also evident through emphasising the importance of using “locally grown products” (Sam) and locally sourced ingredients in the manufacturing process (A2, 118, 120–122, 124–128, 133 and 134). Other SM posts focused on the local area’s uniqueness, excellence and creativity, specifically in the artisan food sector (A2, 122–123 and 129, 132), thereby situating the firm as part of a regional tradition of high-quality food production “[region] has always been a centre of excellence for food and drink, pushing the boundaries of quality and raising standards globally.” (Firm H). Connecting with community is particularly relevant for the case firms in this instance, given the synonymity of the region and its producers with high quality and award-winning food production.

Beyond connecting with the artisan food producer community, emitting a sense of social closeness with locals residing in the city was also noted (A2, 119 and 130–131). The inclination to support local businesses was constantly and consistently adopted for the majority of our case firms. The support manifested in multiple forms, including endorsing local suppliers, showcasing local producer offerings, sponsoring local events, encouraging customers to “buy local” and hashtagging local enterprise themed initiatives (A2, 135–146).

Similarly, linking to community was performed through interactions with local firms, individuals and charity causes (A2, 157–163), showcasing interactions with prominent local figures, clubs and societies (A2, 147–148), highlighting the local firm’s interaction with customers (A2, 149–153, 156) and indirectly interacting with business customers and distributors
through referring to the customer’s response upon purchasing the product or competitions organised for local customers through distributors (A2, 154–155). These SM interactions enhanced the socially oriented endeavour followed by the case firms.

5. Discussion

Digitisation is transforming interaction processes and SM is no exception (Georgescu and Popescul, 2015; Drummond et al., 2020). Prior research emphasises the importance of identity development for entrepreneurial firms to access and position themselves within networks (Baraldi et al., 2020; Gadde et al., 2003) with identity defined and developed in interaction with other business actors (Öberg et al., 2011). Our findings complement and add to this literature suggesting that identity can be developed by entrepreneurial firms in interaction using SM through engaging with the four processes to establish and bolster the firm’s identity within the network. Although previous literature highlights that identity development involves predominantly internal processes (Balmer, 1998, 2008; Schultz and Hatch, 1997), our findings suggest that SM-related identity development is heavily underpinned through interaction, thereby adding external dimensions to the process of establishing identity. As illustrated in our conceptual framework presented in Figure 1, the four network related processes of identity development were observed to overlap and influence each other in multiple ways.

Our framework complements extant knowledge that sheds light on entrepreneurial network development processes (Smith and Lohrke, 2008), branding co-creation processes (Iglesias et al., 2020) network capability development processes (McGrath et al., 2019) and entrepreneurial network-based processes using SM (Drummond et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2016). While the complexity of interfim B2B relational processes means that no two cases are the same, our analysis suggests that the case entrepreneur and embedded network actors exhibit common patterns in developing organisational identity within networks using SM. The patterns and processes infer a dynamic framework of identity development that evolves in interaction and meanings inducement represented by the firms’ values that clearly contributed to the interaction choices and subsequently their identity formation and development.

Network relating as leveraged by our case firm for the purpose of identity development is defined as open and publicly visible initiation of new and further development of existing relationships to become a known player and gain a favourable position in the network based on similar and mutual values adopted by the counterpart firms. Prior literature suggests that SM can be used to connect with new customers (Bocconcelli et al., 2017), facilitate interaction with current customers to inform future innovations (Jussila et al., 2012) and expand the firm’s network context (Drummond et al., 2020). Although the general act of network relating is well established, our findings complement previous studies highlighting how entrepreneurs’, using functions such as tagging on SM, reached out to network members to develop their organisational identity within the network through signalling to wider audiences the alignment of values with other network actors on important issues, such as sustainability and ethical production – a projection of interactivity. As such our data demonstrates how SM can be strategically leveraged to add value to established and ongoing network activities of the firm and lends further evidence to the emerging INB literature (Koporci and Ivanova-Gongne, 2020).

While extant literature highlights how organisational identity stems from the personal identities of founders (Rode and Vallaster, 2005), our research adds to this by demonstrating how relational values of founders can be enacted and conveyed by the firm using SM to promote and support other network members. This finding supports recent research which questions the relevance of the internal/external dichotomy of organisational identity creation (von Wallpach et al., 2017). However, in addition to relating to value chain members (Agnihotri, 2020; Drummond et al., 2020), the case firm and network actors related to bloggers and SM influencers to develop identity, which are connections more commonly applied in a B2C context (Hudders et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2021).

In network relating, it was also clear that the case firm and networked actors used SM to share their core attributes and values, central to the identity creation processes (Iglesias et al., 2020). As illustrated in Figure 1, our processes are dynamic and related, and as such by interacting with trends, our case firms were also able to interact with other network members. Sharing of posts on healthy recipes, sustainable packaging, supporting local communities and charitable outreach served to position the firm within the network by conveying firms’ values and demonstrating ethical dimensions of activities undertaken across network firms. This sharing illustrates both how firms perceive themselves, while also influencing how they are perceived. This, in line with previous literature, strengthened their business relationships and social connectedness (Agnihotri, 2020; Wang et al., 2016). The case entrepreneur and embedded actors shared posts illustrating collective values, important for co-creation and trust (Sundström et al., 2021). Prior research suggests network actors may connect to events to enhance resource mobilisation (Drummond et al., 2018, 2020) and as part of an integrated marketing communication (Zahay et al., 2014). Our results underscore previous research, demonstrating the role of events as a network relating act, that contributes to the organisational identity creation of these ventures and can be leveraged through SM to situate the firm within networks and physical places where network activities occur.

Collaborating within networks as part of the identity development process is defined as the means through which entrepreneurs use SM to engage in collaborative activities with network members to become known and gain a favourable position within a network. SM has developed into a platform for collaboration (Jussila et al., 2014) creating opportunities for the development of new ideas and products through interaction processes (Drummond et al., 2022). Our findings support this literature where the entrepreneurs collaborated with other network members through joint promotions, cross-brand complementarities and reciprocal testimonials, as a means of enhancing their identity within the network. In identity development, joint promotions and product pairings enhanced the awareness of the entrepreneurial venture within the network. This complements literature which suggests that offline co-branding can enhance B2B partners’ network
position enhancing the recognition and profile of all participating brands (Bengtsson and Servais, 2005). Testimonials and product reviews were also used by entrepreneurs to communicate their firm’s credentials, professionalism, quality and operational effectiveness, thereby adding value to the firm’s offering by providing network-derived social proof (Agnihotri et al., 2016; Andzulis et al., 2013).

Our findings suggest that, when reciprocated between network firms, public reviews by B2B actors can enhance the reputation of the wider network and the firm itself, embedding the shared values and ethos which exist between network firms. In particular, interview data with Firm A supports previous literature highlighting how individual identity and firm entrepreneurs’ values can be enacted during interorganisational dialogues (Törnlä and Gyrd-Jones, 2017), with founder’s beliefs regarding supporting network members translating into firm actions. The projective nature of signalling collaborations across SM leads to further interaction and business partnerships, as firms see the value of engaging in collective activities with similarly purposed firms with shared values. Specifically, the existence of shared firm values such as “supporting local”, allowed individual firms to collaborate in the form of a “shared voice” where shared firm values became explicit across SM marketing content for numerous firms within the network. The leveraging of shared network narratives and values is an important finding in SM identity development, as it allowed case firms to convey their identity to network members, complementing the emerging INB literature (Koporcic and Halinen, 2018; Koporcic, 2020). Finally, developing identity through collaboration enhances the attractiveness of individual firms within the exchange process (Purchase et al., 2016), as firms align their organisational identities to shared values, creating synergies between network actors and an incentive for other network firms to collaborate. While previous literature highlights how organisation identity is developed and reconfigured through relationships (Anderson et al., 1994; Laari-Salmela et al., 2019), firms’ use of SM to openly connect with network firms allowed for the simultaneous development and communication of identity and thereby increasing the efficiency of identity formation.

Interacting with trends is defined as the process by which entrepreneurial firms adapt their SM marketing content to clearly align their brand and identity-related messaging to these trends. SM significantly influences the business environment (Georgescu and Popescul, 2015), and is often where trends are initiated, debated, interpreted by market actors and ultimately grow or dissipate. As noted, the interactional perspective adopted moves organisational identity beyond the communicable elements of the marketing mix (Jacobson and Abratt, 2003; Koporcic and Halinen, 2018; Koporcic and Tomroos, 2019) and as illustrated in Figure 1 aligning with trends was supported through various network interactions. Notably, despite these trends seeming to be highly industry-relevant, interacting with trends in other industries seems characteristic for firms of different sizes. For instance, the tourism industry (Mithapala et al., 2013), technology markets (Vrande et al., 2009) and financial industries (Ko, 2016) are all examples that demonstrate the significance of organisational response to trends. Our findings suggest that the entrepreneurs strategically align to trends not only to promote firm values but to connect to and interact with the environment. The alignment of a brand’s messaging with a societal and/or network trend, helps create a sense of shared meaning and can attract the attention of network members. In recent years, pressure on actors across the value chain to address end-user demands for sustainable and ethical consumption has led to reassessment of firms position within networks, the emergence of novel business models and increased consideration of sustainability positioning in B2B branding (Sebastiani et al., 2013; Vesal et al., 2021). In this study, shared values centred on authenticity, charity, sustainability, healthiness and projecting care towards their surroundings, served to convey and establish the firm’s moral identity through alignment with virtuous network activities. Research suggests that firms can use SM to manage their brand and firm reputation (Andzulis et al., 2013). Although issues of moral identity in B2B context have been explored from a corporate brand perspective (Fan, 2005) and salesforce perspective (Itani and Chaker, 2021), their use as a means to attract the attention of network members for theentrepreneurial case firm was of particular note.

Swani et al. (2014) analysed marketers’ Twitter posts to reveal the use of emotional rather than functional appeals in their brand development with B2B customers. Our study builds on this by demonstrate how these emotional appeals, centred primarily around production values (e.g. authenticity, sustainability and locality) develop and reinforce the entrepreneurial identity development efforts using SM. Though the extant literature states that corporations engage their audience through following common industry-related trends (Wang et al., 2016), the findings broaden the range of trends instantiated by the entrepreneurial firms and assert the trends’ indispensability as a principal mechanism for entrepreneurial identity development.

Connecting with community goes beyond network-related activities to consider the firms embeddedness in the local socio-economic environment. Firms can use SM to leverage their connection with community for identity building purposes through communication their relationship with local businesses and create a sense of place and social closeness. Prior research suggests that SM can facilitate salespeople in creating a collaborative community (Mehmet and Clarke, 2016). In an offline environment, McGrath and O’Toole (2013) highlight that artisan producers develop a sense of community to enhance their reputation as a group and gain access to new positions in the network. Drummond et al. (2018) add to this noting that SM is facilitating a growing supportive community for artisan producers, further enabling collaboration. We build on this literature in highlighting how connecting with community can transcend network activities, establishing the firm and its entrepreneur as part of a region’s heritage, thereby conveying a spatial, social and temporal belonging with the firm’s environment. As trends are driven in part by the communities within which a firm is situated, the process of connecting with community simultaneously supports the process of interacting with trends, thereby further signalling the boundaryless aspect of the identity development processes we uncover in the data. For instance, firms connecting with their community simultaneously align to wider environmental trends.
regarding authenticity by establishing themselves as local, provincial and relatable to other actors within the network.

As entrepreneurs start out with already established connections with their societies through depending on the founder/owner’s personal relations (Jack et al., 2010), their firms constantly need to maintain, grow and develop these societal connections to stay relevant and familiar to other network members. Our study shows that an entrepreneurial firm’s socially relevant SM content enhances the firm’s ability to expand its network, as other businesses positively perceive the firm as sharing similar values and strategies. Thus, the interactive features of SM provide entrepreneurial firms with the conduits to closely socialise with local communities through drafting posts and content that accentuate pride in belonging to the local and national environment. The necessity of connecting with community as a general means of highlighting the congeniality of the firm through connecting to places and supporting local producers were noted in contextually similar research (i.e. Drummond et al., 2018).

The conceptual framework of entrepreneurial organisational identity development on social media illustrated in Figure 1 demonstrates the interrelatedness of the four processes. Figure 1 helps to showcase the main processes of organisational identity development represented by the primary themes identified in the findings. As opposed to Figure 1 where it aimed to demonstrate the analytical procedure of accurately arriving at these themes, Figure 1 emphasises how these themes (i.e. processes) interrelate and work hand-in-hand to construct organisational identity for entrepreneurial firms. It is clear from our data that although these processes are distinct, they are highly interrelated. Indeed, their interrelatedness reflect in part the multifaceted nature of SM whereby SM activities are often initiated to serve multiple firm objectives simultaneously (Drummond et al., 2022).

Interestingly, a common thread across all four processes was the role of ethics in shaping firms’ interaction and identity development through SM. This was evident both reactively, through responding to trends within the environment and also proactively through the firms’ engagement with community and other network actors. While some instances of ethical practices were explicit, such as engagement in sustainable production processes, others were more oblique and underscore moral inputs in decision-making such as supporting local regions and promoting upcoming firms within the network. This finding complements the work of Maon et al. (2021), which incorporates corporate social responsibility in organisational identity development by illustrating how the case firms’ ethically and strategically select network actors to establish a connection with. It also gives further credence to Freeman’s (2010) work about stakeholder theory that emphasised the inseparable nature of business decisions and the ethical dimension embedded within every strategic network decision to construct a morally oriented organisational identity.

6. Conclusion

In seeking to overcome inherent challenges such as smallness and limited capabilities, entrepreneurs aim to access external resource structures and opportunities by tapping into pre-existing business networks (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002; McGrath and O’Toole, 2013). Given the importance of firm identity in accessing networks, there has been calls for research to explore how entrepreneurial identity can be created (Baraldi et al., 2020). Our research aims to address this gap concerning organisational identity development using SM in a B2B entrepreneurial context, given the pervasive nature of digitisation in contemporary interactive marketing (Valos et al., 2014; Pagani and Pardo, 2017).

Theorising from our findings, we present a conceptual framework explaining how entrepreneurial firms can leverage SM to create their identity through the following interrelated network processes:

- network relating;
- collaborating within networks;
- interacting with trends; and
- connecting with community.

Incorporating the external dimension of identity (von Wallpach et al., 2017), our findings demonstrate how firms can strategically leverage SM in their interaction with network members to establish their organisational identity. As noted, the four processes are not linear nor sequential, rather they overlap in meaningful ways, thereby reflecting the complex nature of network dynamics. We provide definitions for each process and show how they are situated within the extant literature, ultimately leading to the development of identity for entrepreneurial firms. In doing so, we contribute to recent entrepreneurial-based process literature using SM in a B2B context (Drummond et al., 2022) responding to recent scholarly calls to connect and converge identity related gaps in B2B, entrepreneurship and SM settings (Baraldi et al., 2020; Laari-Salmela et al., 2019; Iglesias et al., 2020). The processes also serve to highlight the important role of ethical and virtuous business practices and approaches embedded and prevalent in the application of these processes. Although the data suggests the presence of moral considerations in firm decisions and interaction, their strategic value is less clear and warrants further investigation.

For practice, identity development is important for entrepreneurial firms signalling legitimacy, recognition and a sense of attractiveness for interfirm interactions and relationships (Baraldi et al., 2020; Purchase et al., 2016). Through network relating, entrepreneurial firms harness the tagging and sharing facilities of SM platforms to initiate and further develop connections with network actors, including value chain members, celebrities and SM influencers. In collaboration within the network, further resources are embedded deepening engagement through joint promotions, shared testimonials and awards, and cross-brand complementarities highlighting the coordinated efforts between networked firms. Furthermore, our findings and analysis suggest a widened scope of network actors that expands to include and reach the local community within which entrepreneurial ventures are situated and establishing their heritage, thereby situating the firm, spatially, socially and temporally within their environment. This is made evident through the interacting with trends and connecting with community processes. In this way, using the four processes can facilitate the identity development process for entrepreneurial firms, which is important to access external resources and opportunities and gain a favourable position within the network.

Despite the use of qualitative research to explore new insights to creating identity by entrepreneurs on SM which was not
sufficiently investigated in prior research, the study has some limitations that should be acknowledged. Firstly, our study has solely focused on the agricultural food sector in Ireland. Further research is required in different sectors and regions to establish the wider applicability of the findings presented and to explore any divergences and/or analogies to the conceptual framework proposed in this paper. Future studies could also target different research subjects outside Ireland to verify whether international cultural variances could expand and refine the processes of entrepreneurial SM identity development. Further, given that SM applications are varied in content and purpose (Karampela et al., 2020), future research should explore the impact of using SM platforms other than Facebook to outline the role of virtual environments as units of analysis (Drummond et al., 2020). Finally, given the inherent generalisability limitations associated with qualitative methods, future studies may employ quantitative or mixed methods to further verify our conceptual framework for organisational and entrepreneurial identity construction and development.
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Appendix 1

Figure A1 Data structure

1st Order Concepts
- Mentions network members. Including network members in brand messages.
- Acknowledging network members. Signaling relationship with network members.
- Supporting communication reach of network members. Circulating posts conveying shared values.
- Demonstrating relationship with related businesses and industry. Linking in with Opinion Leaders and public figures.
- Promoting local food festivals. Tasting Events. Linking in with seasonal festivals.
- Communicating health benefits, nutritional values, suitability for various dietary practices (vegan, vegetarian, gluten free etc.). Ingredients percentages, natural ingredients, avoidance of artificial colours.
- Recycling, avoiding and reducing waste, environmentally friendly packaging, encouraging and assisting sustainability adoption practices.
- Shared prizes. Firms teaming up. Inducing network members’ audience to promote engagement.
- Recommended product accompaniments. Recipe ingredients crossing network member offerings. Product co-design. Ingredient co-branding.
- Mentions other businesses/famous people who testify to quality. Attesting to network members’ professionalism and credentials.
- Pride in local area. Sense of belonging in region. Local heritage and pride of place. Interaction with local firms, individuals and causes (i.e., charity). Showcasing interactions with prominent local figures, clubs, societies.

2nd Order Themes
- Tagging existing business network.
- Sharing Posts.
- Connecting with Network Members.
- Connecting to Events.
- Health Orientation.
- Sustainability.
- Authenticity.
- Joint Promotions and Competitions.
- Cross-brand complementarities.
- Shared testimonials.
- Emetting Sense of Community.
- Connecting with Place.
- Supporting Local Business.

Aggregate Dimensions
- Network Relating.
- Interacting with Trends.
- Collaborating within Networks.
- Connecting with Community.
Appendix 2

Table A1  Supplemental data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second-order theme</th>
<th>Illustrative data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tagging existing business network</td>
<td>1. “. . . we use a semi-cured, lightly smoked chorizo from [Firm B’s] smokehouse in [Local Region]” (Firm B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. “. . . you can enjoy some delicious ice-cream sitting in the patio at [X Restaurant]” (Firm G)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. “[Firm A Employee] was in [retail partner’s store] today keeping our new fridge stocked with our gourmet range” (Firm A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. “Check out these incredible pictures by cafes, restaurants, pubs &amp; hotels using our original [Firm E] product through the years” (Firm E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. “The gang in [business customer] couldn’t contain their excitement when we arrived with a feast of [Firm H]’s product for their lunch on Friday,” (Firm H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. “Every month we aimed to incorporate the spirit of each supplier we worked with” (Firm H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. “Amazing job done here at . . . by the fantastic [business partner]” (Firm G)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. “We can confirm . . . BBQ season is fast approaching [retail partner location] Filling the shelves county wide” (Firm A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. “One of our top toppings is chorizo. We use a semi-cured, lightly smoked chorizo from [business partner] in [Local Region]. The pork is sourced from their own &amp; neighbouring farms . . .” (Firm B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. “[Firm F], Proud Partner of [local sports club]” (Firm F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. “Thank you [local business] for the deep clean. Ensuring safe surroundings for all our staff and visitors” (Firm G)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12. “Check out the new Christmas Sourdough Sandwich by [X café]” (Firm E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13. “(Boxes also available to pre-order at our pop-up in [retailer]!” (Firm C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14. “After the rain comes the coffee Open at [business location]” (Firm D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15. “We’ve just restocked the deli counter at [retail partner] with your favourite chilled pizzas” (Firm B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16. “You can also get lots of our products via [local distributor] for collection” (Firm C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17. “Well firstly, [product] is on offer now in [list of retailers]” (Firm E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18. “Back in [@retailer], [@Other retailer] after selling out rather fast.” (Firm I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19. CCR now available at [local restaurant]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sharing posts

- #Repost – Hands up if you love good coffee? We are delighted to now be serving [Firm C’s] coffee here at [local restaurant] Join us for a cup from 12pm daily, walk-ins welcome” (Shared by Firm C)
- “The X Market, City [Business Stakeholder] Firm A use[s] the finest of locally sourced meats and ingredients for their [meat] and have been feeding the people of [the city] for over 10 decades Firm A [has] a blend of old family recipes as well as a range of new and exciting flavours to try Firm A [is] open in the market, offering their range of pre-packed products from 10-4pm Monday to Saturday! #StaySafe #SupportLocal #LoveCity #ShopCityOnline #LoveXMarket” (Shared by Firm A)
- “[Business Partner] is back and opens this Friday November 29th. Who is ready to celebrate Christmas with us? (Shared by Firm A)
- “This weekend our team will be hitting the road to [town] for the amazing [local] Food Festival” (Video shared by Firm A)
- “[Business Partner] is feeling festive Yep, we’re getting sucked in! We’re now taking bookings for Christmas gatherings via our online booking system [website], fear not...we do also have loads of space kept of our walk-ins! If you would like to make it the full [business partner brand name] Experience...book into one of our Brewery Tours and Tasting Sessions! (discounts for large groups) If you don’t fancy a night out...don’t worry! We can come to you! Check out all our cocktail boxes and beers boxes on our Christmas shop...great little secret santa gifts! [website]! Or order from us on Deliveroo!” (Shared by Firm B)
- “Go team [business partner name]! We’re just LOVING having everyone back...we’ve space kept for walk ins so make sure and pop in and we’ll do our best to seat ye [website]!” (Shared by Firm B)
- “[retailer] To celebrate the launch of [Firm B] here in [retailer], were giving away 2 free [products] this Friday. To be in with a chance of winning this great prize just in time for the weekend, Like and Share this post. Winner announced Friday.” (Shared by Firm B)
- “The [local market] Did you know the team at @C make their own [product] from the milk of their water [product’s source] in [Local Region]? It doesn’t get more local than that! #SupportLocal #Love(city) #Love(city)Market.” (Shared by Firm C)
Connecting with network members

35. “[Firm F], Proud Partner of [local sports club]” (Firm F)
36. ”Great piece from [celebrity chef] all about [Firm C’s product]’’ (Firm C)
37. ”We made this [Firm A product] with the help of renowned chef . . . of the [restaurant]” (Firm A)
38. ”[public figure]’s account of his recent trip to [Local Region] . . . featuring . . . famous, must-try Lamb Kebob & yours truly” (Firm B)
39. ”The Stunning play [music venue] March 17. To win tickets, tell us the year they played their very first [local] gig Visit [website link]” (Firm F)
40. ”Absolutely fantastic weekend with [celebrity singer] in [Local Region]. The buzz around the place was amazing. We hope all our guests enjoyed the bank holiday weekend and amazing concert” (Firm G)
41. ”Thanks for stopping by [local political figure], we hope you enjoyed your [Firm H product]” (Firm H)
42. ”So excited to be joining Tara from X Network Actor for this workshop at . . .!” (Firm I)
43. ”What a way to start off your bank holiday [local business] Gift Boxes als” (Firm C)

Connecting to events

44. ”Fantastic!! Happy Friday everyone. Best of luck to everyone taking part in this amazing event” (Firm G)
45. ”We are giving away x2 tickets to the [charity event] in the [local hotel] on the 19th of November” (Firm E)
46. ”Wishing everyone in [Local Region] a wonderful & safe [local festival]” (Firm D)
47. ”This weekend, get involved and join us at the [Firm F] . . . Oyster and Seafood Festival” (Firm F)

(continued)
Table A1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second-order theme</th>
<th>Illustrative data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Authenticity</strong></td>
<td>48. “To all the legends running in the [sponsor’s] virtual women’s mini marathon, you’re our heroes.” (Firm H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49. “We are all about this [local festival]” (Firm D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50. “To celebrate going back to school, we want to give a giveaway to one lucky family of a selection of our gourmet range!” (Firm A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51. “We are very excited to be a sponsor of [local even] a cracking . . . music &amp; arts festival.” (Firm B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52. “It has a delicate interior with hints of butter and grassiness and is aged in underground cellars on white pine shelves for 90 days” (Firm C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53. “Behind the scenes!!! Taking pictures of pizza might just be the most fun part of our job, besides tasting! It gives us a chance to get creative and to help you really get to know our creations” (Firm H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54. “Who remembers our previous jars of . . . ? Check out how they have changed in the last 30 years” (Firm E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55. “The heritage grain we mill is grown in Ireland by [local producer], based in [nearby town] &amp; run by [family name] who trace their history as millers in the area as far back as 1501” (Firm B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56. “In this episode [business owner] and [employee] show us how to cook the Alabama Yellow Hammer Gourmet Meat Sandwich” (Firm A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>57. “The labour-intensive process of dough-balling. Every one of our pizzas is made from a ball of dough that’s been weighed, shaped and rolled by hand” (Firm B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58. “All of our pizzas are made with hand stretched Sourdough bases, homemade tomato sauces and the best ingredients, local where possible, including [Firm C’s product] and [business partner’s] Chorizo” (Firm D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59. “Real pizza, supporting real people from [the region],” (Firm H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60. “… the process of finishing labels for my next flavour which I am dying to launch.” (Firm I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>61. “We still source from our initial supplier, who instils values that are the cornerstone of our business today” (Firm C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sustainability</strong></td>
<td>62. “In last weekend’s [newspaper], [journalist] explains that while #compostable cups are a positive step towards #sustainability, it’s better again to use a #keepcup.” (Firm B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63. “If you use one of our cups, made by [producer], you can put it in our compostable bin, or bring it home to your brown bin” (Firm B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64. “Last year, one of our regular customers in [city] reused the same box every time she came to get her weekly pizza. At the end of the summer, the box got another reuse – suppressing weeds in her garden.” (Firm B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65. “They are much more economical and environmentally-friendly than shower gel.” (Firm C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66. “We are so pleased to be officially announced as a #GoldMember2021 of the . . . #sustainability programme as part of [Industry Body] . . .” (Firm E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>67. “It’s so great to be able to finally shout about this great achievement As a token of appreciation, and to celebrate our Gold Membership, we have sponsored the planting of 50 trees in Ireland with [Environmental NGO]” (Firm E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>68. “in support of the [local council] . . . initiative we would like to remind everyone to please bring your empty boxes and containers with you when you’re finished. If there are no bins available, please take them home with you or we will happily take your pizza boxes back to dispose of them properly.” (Firm H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69. “All products are #madeinireland using #sustainable packaging.” (Firm I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70. “Healthy, delicious and packaged in recyclable materials” (Firm I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71. “Sustainability is one of the core elements at the heart of [Firm I]. When researching a container for my [product] I spent 6 months looking for the best. And guess what? I chose glass! Yes, it’s a pain to post, it’s more expensive and I worry about breakages. But you know what, I’m delighted I chose glass over plastic and will continue to use reusable and recyclable at every opportunity I can. Be kind to Mother Earth.” (Firm I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health-orientation</strong></td>
<td>72. “This provides health benefits, similar to yoghurt” (Firm C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>73. “It’s World Vegetarian Day!” (Firm E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>74. “Healthy products, including our sell out hidden veggie pasta sauce” (Firm I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75. “A meaty sausage with a minimum of 90% meat content, this sausage is also gluten free.” (Firm A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>76. “Check out our stunning new vegan special, [product’s name]” (Firm B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>77. “A fabulous selection of [brand name] soaps which are made from olive oil, scented with 100% natural essential oils &amp; very gentle on your skin.” (Firm C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>78. “No artificial colours or flavours are used in the [product name] process with the main ingredients being family farm fresh milk, from well cared for cows that are free to graze on the lush green Irish pastures.” (Firm H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>79. “They’re all Gluten Free too!” (Firm E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80. “Healthy, delicious and packaged in recyclable materials” (Firm I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Joint promotions and competitions</strong></td>
<td>81. “There’ll be a few tasty options to choose from: [lists products from other businesses]” (Firm B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>82. “Great first night at [X’s] place! Anyone attending make sure to find us and send in a selfie! Prize to be won this weekend for the best selfie at our stall!” (Firm A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second-order theme</th>
<th>Illustrative data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Cross-brand complementarities** | 83. “To be in with a chance to win this hamper, like this post, tag a friend and make sure you are following [our page] and [our partner’s].” (Firm I)  
84. “We are teaming up with the famous [Firm E] from . . . for our grand finale” (Firm H)  
85. “Boxes also available to pre-order at our pop-up in [retail partner]” (Firm C)  
86. “. . . lets hope it stays for the bank holiday weekend and you can enjoy some delicious ice-cream sitting in the patio at [business partner location]” (Firm G)  
87. “As part of our St. Patrick’s Day #IrishandProud campaign, we ran a competition with the [Industry Body]. We asked [Industry Body] to create a St. Patrick’s Day Burger using Irish ingredients!” (Firm E)  
88. “In January, we kicked off with the [product name], teaming up with the ever-popular [Firm A].” (Firm H)  
89. “Plus a very special Sleep Ritual box from [business partner] . . .” (Firm I) |
| **Shared testimonials** | 90. “Another delicious way to use our limited-edition [brand name] Sauce is with this Vegan [product name]” (Firm E)  
91. “. . . to accompany [brand name] chips, veggies and wedges.” (Firm I)  
92. “[brand] healthy recipes using our [Firm A product] in her grilled chicken creation.” (Firm A)  
93. “The Gourmet Breakfast roll with [Firm E product], smoked bacon, black & white pudding & gourmet sausage” (Firm E)  
94. “Try our [Firm El product] for the perfect dollop on your cracker! We recommend [business partner’s] crackers)” (Firm E)  
95. “We highly recommend this bread. It’s baked in our wood-fired oven by a specialist baker who bakes-to-order.” (Firm B)  
96. “Pair it with some delicious hummus, creamy feta dip, fresh basil pesto or simply drizzle with some [brand name] olive oil.” (Firm C)  
97. “Perfection Reposted from [business partner] 🍩 [Firm D]” (Firm D)  
98. “A crispy ‘Rajun Chicken’ pizza straight from the oven and ice-cold [local beer] to cool the spicy kick” (Firm H)  
99. |
| **Connecting with place** | 100. “Thanks [business partner] for including us in this tasty lineup” (Firm C)  
101. “Thank you [local blog] for the piece about our new contract with [national retailer]” (Firm I)  
102. “We are delighted to have our 51 catering sizes of our healthy [industry body] award winning ketchup back in stock” (Firm I)  
103. “We got a nice mention (@local radio station) with [employee name], store manager at [product retailer]” (Firm A)  
104. “Great to be mentioned in this little guide to [City]!” (Firm A)  
105. “Check out today’s [local newspaper] for a list of the top outdoor dining options #reopening in #[city] & the wider . . . region – including [local business] & yours truly, [Firm B]!” (Firm B)  
106. “Beer tasting, pizza pairing & wood-fired experimenting today with [employee from other business]” (Firm B)  
107. “This particular pudding has been granted PGI status (Protected Geographical Indication).” (Firm C)  
108. “Thank you for the mention [local online blog]!” (Firm C)  
109. “Thanks [City Bio]” (Firm C)  
110. “We are so pleased to be officially announced as a #GoldMemeber2021 of . . . #sustainability programme as part of [Industry Body] . . .” (Firm E)  
111. “Some more great news on a Monday! We have been shortlisted as a finalist in the 2021 [food awards] by [industry publication] and the panel of judges. We would love your vote in the Food category” (Firm E)  
112. “We are delighted you enjoyed your stay [customer]” (Firm G)  
113. “Shortlisted for the @[local radio station] Best of [City] awards 2021 !!!!” (Firm H)  
@[Firm I] @[Business Partner] and @[Business Partner2] are joining last year’s [City] producers @[Business Partners] on the #Grow with Business Distributor programme. Such great news!” (Firm I)  
114. “We still source from our initial supplier, who instils values that are the cornerstone of our business today” (Firm B)  
115. “We’re absolutely delighted and honoured to have been along side some of [the city’s] outstanding Coffee Shops” (Firm D)  
116. “Well . . . [X Lane] is a small lane on the north side of [the City] where our family lived for many years” (Firm A)  
117. “We’re now proudly employing over 70 people throughout [the city] as well as supporting local suppliers and producers from all over the county” (Firm H)  
118. “This mildly spiced traditional [product] is made from pork sourced from [local region] and is perfect for breakfast or lunch” (Firm A)  
119. “10 years ago this week apparently. The good ol’ market days. Good times with good friends. [names of locals] many more” (Firm B)  
120. “The heritage grain we mill is grown in Ireland by [local producer], based in [nearby town] & run by [family name] who trace their history as millers in the area as far back as 1501” (Firm B)  
121. “New in to our [Street name] store in [city], this beautiful farmhouse cheese [product name] is handmade . . . in [local region] by dairy farmer [name].” (Firm C)  
122. “At [Firm D], our method of roasting coffee is on a traditional cast iron coffee roaster built in 1930s.” (Firm D) |

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second-order theme</th>
<th>Illustrative data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supporting local business</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123. “[City] has always been full of the most talented of people and this month we single out [local celebrity]” (Firm F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124. “This unique sauce won’t blow your head off, it has been aged in a [local region] Distillers’ barrel, that has produced some of Ireland’s finest whiskey, for 62 days during which it absorbed the beautifully rich flavours from the wood.” (Firm H)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125. “LOVE LOCAL – BUY [City].” (Firm A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126. “Cork Rooftop Farm: urban agriculture taking root on [local street].” (Shared by Firm B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127. “Where to spend a sunny evening in [the city]? The prettiest beer garden in the city, on [street name].” (Firm B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128. “Locally grown artichokes straight from the garden of our lovely neighbours here in [Firm C’s Location]” (Firm C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129. “We’re absolutely delighted and honoured to have been along side some of [City]’s outstanding Coffee Shops” (Firm D)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130. “The Stunning play [music venue] March 17. To win tickets, tell us the year they played their very first [local] gig Visit [website link]” (Firm F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131. “X Product Sale Enjoy an overnight stay with a delicious Full Irish Breakfast and a complimentary leisurely late check-out from €89.” (Firm G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132. “[City] has always been a centre of excellence for food and drink, pushing the boundaries of quality and raising standards globally.” (Firm H)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133. “All products are #madeinireland” (Firm I)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134. “Look for the [Firm I] logo for food you can trust, that is made in Ireland and was created with families in mind” (Firm I)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135. “produced by [Firm C] in [local region]” (Firm B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137. “We are committed to the continued conservations of bee populations” (Firm E)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138. Repeatedly using “#SupportLocal.” (Firm A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139. “Enjoy [Firm D product] with our [Firm A] Breakfast Roll &amp; Butchers Bacon Roll ” (Firm A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140. “These are a few of our favourite Irish-based creatives . . . in case you were looking for inspo . . . or thinking of getting us something nice” (Firm B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141. “Along with our own fresh cheese we love to stock great Irish farmhouse cheese including our good friends and brilliant cheese makers [supplier name] they make some of the best raw cow, sheep and goats milk cheese in [local region] and we’re lucky enough to stock it!” (Firm C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142. “We’re absolutely delighted and honoured to have been along side some of City’s outstanding Coffee Shops [Local business mentions]!” (Firm D)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143. “Our friends at [Local Business ] have launched their much anticipated Christmas 2021 ad” (Firm E)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144. “It would mean the world to us all if we could win the gold but we also would like to give a huge well done to all those who are also shortlisted. Congrats to you all [local businesses] for all your hard work also being recognized” (Firm H)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145. “Tag your favourite Irish businesses below Let’s shout from the rooftops about the Irish brands we love” (Firm I)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146. “From refills of rice to your favourite Irish [product] (looking at you [local business]!)” (Firm I)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sense of community</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147. “[event name] is an annual motorcycle charity event.” (Firm B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148. “Nathan Carter will be rocking the stage tonight” (Firm A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149. “This would be a lovely activity to do with family or friends together at home, or remotely” (Firm E)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150. “Catching up with friends over [food and drinks] in the heated outdoor space of the [local business location]” (Firm B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151. “Really enjoyed meeting [customer] when he stopped in to the [business partner’s location] on the [local] leg of his foodie road trip” (Firm B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152. “New fans to our [Firm E] Thank you for sharing guys!” (Firm E)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153. “All you have to do is LIKE our page &amp; this post, SHARE this post and COMMENT what you are most excited about to do once lockdown is over.” (Firm G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154. “In addressing another business customer: “Not often do we get everyone into one place, but when we do, pizzas start flying and magic happens !” (Firm H)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155. “To be in with a chance of winning a €30 [product retailer] voucher, tell us which recipes you use [Firm I’s] product in and tag us in your stories and posts.” (Firm I)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156. “‘Singin’ in the Rain’ was declared to be the highlight. An oldie but oh what a goodie. Thank you to everyone who stopped by my tasting stand to sample @Firm I’s product. It was great chatting” (Firm I)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157. “Last night [local entrepreneur] was in the . . . Incubator Kitchens in [local area] for their Charity Christmas Market in aid of [local charity]” (Firm A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158. “To support this charity event, please bring new, unwrapped gifts (identifying whether for child, teenager, or adult) or a cash donation.” (Firm B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159. “[event name] is an annual motorcycle charity event. For the last 20 years, it’s raised funds for [children’s leukaemia charity] and [homeless charity].” (Firm B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second-order theme</th>
<th>Illustrative data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>160.</td>
<td>“Don’t forget to donate to our fundraiser for [name] before this weekend to get your hands on a signed [local sports jersey]. Simply Donate and sign your name and we will select a lucky winner on Monday and present them with the [Shirt] as a token of appreciation . . .” (Firm H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161.</td>
<td>“The new campaign will support the Foodservice industry in Ireland which has suffered considerably during the Covid-19 Crisis!” (Firm C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162.</td>
<td>“For every download of our Christmas Recipe Booklet, we will donate x1 jar of our [product] to [local charity]. [local charity] will distribute these jars to local charities and community groups in Ireland for Christmas” (Firm E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163.</td>
<td>“. . . for our autism friendly event &amp; bookings can be made by emailing [email address].” (Firm H)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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